Through Time: Beijing traces the rise and fall of great dynasties and the everyday lives of the citizens who prospered or suffered under their rule. Beginning in prehistoric times, an agricultural community slowly evolves. Farming villages then come under the control of a local lord, and by the medieval period an imperial palace is taking shape. This new capital is then overthrown by invading Mongols, who destroy it and build their own city. Later, the Mongols are replaced by the Ming, who create the legendary Forbidden City and rule China for the next five hundred years. The book's fluent narrative text and beautiful illustrations tell the enthralling story of Beijing--its triumphs, conflicts, and people--right up to the present day.

My Personal Review:
This is again, a beautiful book. Very educational. I bought it since in China trying to find a book store on a tour is impossible. It really explains in beautiful colors how Beijing and the Forbidden City move through the ages. I loved it. Beautiful pictures and written where all of us 8-80 can understand and appreciate.
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